2015 PRODUCT GUIDE

Note: At the time of production of our 2015 Product Guide, the bows, limbs, cams, color options, and all other accessories shown, and the information contained had been thoroughly checked for accuracy. However, in the event an error was made, Hoyt reserves the right to notify our dealers and customers at its discretion. Additionally, Hoyt reserves the rights to modify, change or discontinue products shown in this publication without notice.

Before using bows and other archery equipment read all safety guidelines and warnings in the owner's manual or Online at www.hoyt.com/safetyandwarnings. UltraRest is a registered trademark of Quality Archery Design. Realtree is a registered trademark of Jordan Outdoor Enterprises, LTD. Bone Collector is a registered trademark of Michael Waddell, LLC. Whisker Biscuit is a trademark owned by SOP Services, Inc. Core4Element is a registered trademark of Easton Technical Products, Inc.

Follow us on Twitter!
www.twitter.com/hoytarcheryinc
Follow us on Instagram!
www.instagram.com/HoytBowhunting
www.instagram.com/HoytTargetArchery
Like us on Facebook!
www.facebook.com/HoytBowhunting
www.facebook.com/HoytTargetArchery
Subscribe to us on YouTube!
youtube.com/hoytarcheryinc

HOYT COMPOUND BOW
LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY
All Hoyt compound bows are guaranteed against manufacturing defects in materials and workmanship to the original owner on all risers, limbs, limb pockets, and eccentric gears for the life of the product*.

*For all warranty details see your compound owner's manual or hoyt.com. Bows purchased over the Internet or through mail order void all warranty.

HOYT RECURVE BOW
LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY
Hoyt recurve handles are guaranteed against manufacturing defects in materials and workmanship to the original owner for the life of the product*.

*For limb warranty and other components please see warranty policy in owner's manual.

BUILD YOUR DREAM BOW, GET MORE INFO AND SHOP AT THE ALL NEW HOYT.COM
Want to customize your new bow but not sure how it will look? Now, if you can imagine it, you can see it with our new bow-building feature on the all new Hoyt.com. Optimized for computers, tablets and mobile devices, Hoyt.com is your one stop for everything archery, including bows, gear, clothing, articles, videos and more.
GET SERIOUS.
GET HOYT.

As the President of Hoyt, I have the fact that I wake up every day and go to work with employees who are as passionate about archery and bowhunting as I am. Walking into the office each morning I can count on working shoulder to shoulder with employees who put their hearts and souls into every product we build.

We have two. We love everything about them. The flight of an arrow in what makes our world turn. While the rest of the world changes, we are made of 400 employees. You’re right in the middle of us, sharing ideas on paper that just came to mind. The desire to innovate, design and build bows that lead the archery world fuels us every single day. We know when we accomplish this we are not only meeting our expectations, but also reinventing the game.

Our Engineering Team has never been broader since research and development takes lifelong inspiration and dives into the future. In 2015 through all of this proof of the relentless spares. Leaded feet-cam to work with new, innovative and industry-leading technology such as our patent-pending Zero-Torque Cable Guard System. Offset Wheel Technology Modular Body System and the inherent lessons of the history of Hoyt, 200% dedicated to you. Because we know the most serious archers and bowhunters deserve the most serious equipment.

Get Serious. Get Hoyt.

Randy Walk
President & Engineer President

Riser Technology, Modular Grip System and the fastest bows in the history of Hoyt, 2015 is dedicated to you.

noveative and industry-leading technology such as our patent-pending Zero-Torque Cable Guard System, Offset Wheel Technology Modular Body System and the fastest bows in the history of Hoyt, 2015 is dedicated to you.

Note: All specifications are derived from models measured in the 70/30 configuration or the largest available configuration. *Ruckus FPS shot at 45/26. Ruckus Jr. 29/26.

CUSTOM COLOR OPTIONS (UPCHARGE APPLIES - SEE DEALER FOR DETAILS)

PREMIUM SERIES

STANDARD COLOR OPTIONS

CUSTOM COLOR OPTIONS (UPCHARGE APPLIES - SEE DEALER FOR DETAILS)

PREMIUM SERIES

STANDARD COLOR OPTIONS

www.hoytarchery.com

Photo credits: Lane Peters, George Barnett, BowJunky.com and Dean Alberga

Heritage available on Carbon Spyder ZT Series and Nitrum Series

American Heritage**

= Choose between Realtree Xtra, Max-1 or Black Out with

Vicxen*

Bone Collector 180 Grip, Custom Green/Blk String, Green AirShox & StealthShot

= Realtree Xtra Riser w/Black Carbon Custom Graphic Limbs, Bone Collector*

= Realtree Pink Camo Riser w/Realtree Pink Camo Limbs

= Realtrr Xtra Snow Camo Riser w/Realtree Snow Camo Limbs

= Harvest Brown

Huarez Brown

Heritage available on Carbon Spyder ZT Series and Nitrum Series

American Heritage**

= Choose between Realtree Xtra, Max-1 or Black Out with

Vicxen*

Bone Collector 180 Grip, Custom Green/Blk String, Green AirShox & StealthShot

= Realtree Xtra Riser w/Black Carbon Custom Graphic Limbs, Bone Collector*

= Realtree Pink Camo Riser w/Realtree Pink Camo Limbs

= Realtree Xtra Snow Camo Riser w/Realtree Snow Camo Limbs

= Harvest Brown

Huarez Brown

ALL AMERICAN SERIES

Heritage available on Carbon Spyder ZT Series and Nitrum Series

American Heritage**

= Choose between Realtree Xtra, Max-1 or Black Out with

Vicxen*

Bone Collector 180 Grip, Custom Green/Blk String, Green AirShox & StealthShot

= Realtree Xtra Riser w/Black Carbon Custom Graphic Limbs, Bone Collector*

= Realtree Pink Camo Riser w/Realtree Pink Camo Limbs

= Realtree Xtra Snow Camo Riser w/Realtree Snow Camo Limbs

= Harvest Brown

Huarez Brown

ALL AMERICAN SERIES

Heritage available on Carbon Spyder ZT Series and Nitrum Series

American Heritage**

= Choose between Realtree Xtra, Max-1 or Black Out with

Vicxen*

Bone Collector 180 Grip, Custom Green/Blk String, Green AirShox & StealthShot

= Realtree Xtra Riser w/Black Carbon Custom Graphic Limbs, Bone Collector*

= Realtree Pink Camo Riser w/Realtree Pink Camo Limbs

= Realtree Xtra Snow Camo Riser w/Realtree Snow Camo Limbs

= Harvest Brown

Huarez Brown
CARBON SPYDER ZT™ SERIES

NEW 2015

CARBON SPYDER ZT 30
The most versatile and advanced bow for hardcore bowhunters. Multiple draw lengths available from 24-30".

AXLE-TO-AXLE × 30"
FPS [ATA] × 332
BRACE HEIGHT × 6 3/4"
MASS WEIGHT × 3.6 lbs.

CARBON SPYDER ZT 34
Longer draw lengths and more forgiveness in a longer axle-to-axle. Multiple draw lengths available from 25-31".

AXLE-TO-AXLE × 34"
FPS [ATA] × 330
BRACE HEIGHT × 6 3/4"
MASS WEIGHT × 3.6 lbs.

CARBON SPYDER ZT TURBO
Hoyt’s fastest Carbon bow ever. Smooth, blistering speed in a lightweight package. Multiple draw lengths available from 24-30".

AXLE-TO-AXLE × 33"
FPS [ATA] × 350
BRACE HEIGHT × 6"
MASS WEIGHT × 3.8 lbs.

Unlike all other cable guard systems that create additional torque in the bow, our revolutionary, patent-pending ZT Cable Guard has a flexible arm that is reverse mounted to direct the cable induced torque in the opposite direction eliminating the side load torque that the cables apply to the riser as the bow is drawn. [Patent Pending]

www.hoyt.com
Nitrum Long Draw option available. Speed +/- 2 fps. See inside back cover for complete specs and color options.

**Nitrum 30**
Short and compact for treestand or spot-and-stalk hunters. Multiple draw lengths available from 24"-30".
- **Axle-to-Axle**: 30" 
- **FPS (ATA)**: 332 
- **Brace Height**: 6 3/4" 
- **Mass Weight**: 3.9 lbs.

**Nitrum 34**
Perfect for longer draw lengths or those looking for more forgiveness. Multiple draw lengths available from 25"-31".
- **Axle-to-Axle**: 34" 
- **FPS (ATA)**: 330 
- **Brace Height**: 6 3/4" 
- **Mass Weight**: 4.2 lbs.

**Nitrum Turbo**
Hoyt's fastest bow ever gives knockdown power with a smooth release. Multiple draw lengths available from 24"-30".
- **Axle-to-Axle**: 33" 
- **FPS (ATA)**: 350 
- **Brace Height**: 6" 
- **Mass Weight**: 4.2 lbs.

Unlike all other cable guard systems that create additional torque in the bow, our revolutionary, patent-pending ZT Cable Guard has a flexible arm that is reverse mounted to direct the cable induced torque in the opposite direction, eliminating the side load torque that the cables apply to the riser as the bow is drawn. (Patent Pending)

Shown in Realtree Xtra

Shown with Harvest Brown riser and Realtree Xtra limbs.
CHARGER™ // CHARGER PACKAGE

CHARGER PACKAGE
Available in a FUSE Accessory package that includes a 3-pin ProFire bundled fiber sight, Vector 4-arrow quick-detach quiver, Flexblade stabilizer, QAD® Ultra Rest Hunter arrow rest, wrist sling and peep sight. Hands down, the most purpose-built and cost effective bow package for your dollar. Available in Black Out, Realtree Xtra and Realtree Max-1. See your dealer for details.

FUSE is known for silent, effective and professional grade archery accessories that thrive on the most demanding hunts.

CHARGER
A loaded workhorse for anywhere your hunt might take you. Lightweight, fast and tough as nails. Multiple draw lengths available from 24”-30”.

AXLE-TO-AXLE » 31”
FPS (ATA) » 325
BRACE HEIGHT » 6 3/4”
MASS WEIGHT » 3.8 lbs.

Charger Long Draw option available. Speed +/- 2 fps. See inside back cover for complete specs and color options.
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Shown in Black Out

Shown in Realtree Xtra
IGNITE™ // IGNITE PACKAGE

IGNITE PACKAGE
Decked out in high-performance FUSE accessories, the Ignite package includes a 3-pin ProFire fiber optic sight, Vector 4 arrow quick detach quiver and Whisker Biscuit Arrow Rest. Available in Black Out, the Ignite package looks great on Black Out, Realtree Xtra or Max-1 bows. See your dealer for details.

IGNITE
Serious adjustment: 15-70 pounds draw weight and 19-30 inches draw length for the perfect fit for years to come.

- AXLE-TO-AXLE: 28"
- FPS (ATA): 300
- BRACE HEIGHT: 8"
- MASS WEIGHT: 3.6 lbs.
- DRAW LENGTH: 19-30"
- DRAW WEIGHT: 15-70 lbs.

FUSE is known for silent, effective and professional grade archery accessories that thrive on the most demanding hunts.

Speed +/- 2 fps. See inside back cover for complete specs and color options.
The Vicxen Signature Series package is available on all Carbon Spyder ZT Series, Nitrum Series, Faktor 30, Charger & Ignite bows. Available with either Realtree Max-1 or Blackout risers.
EVERY SEASON COMES DOWN TO ONE FAKTOR.

THE BIGGEST SUCCESS FAKTOR OF YOUR HUNT IS BACK FOR 2015. THE FAKTOR 30 DELIVERS BLISTERING SPEED, ULTIMATE STEALTH AND VIBRATION-KILLING SMOOTHNESS TO ANY HUNT. THERE IS ALWAYS ONE FAKTOR THAT MAKES THE DIFFERENCE ON THE HUNT, THIS IS IT.

**FAKTOR 30**

Short, compact and deadly. Multiple draw lengths available from 24-30”.

AXLE-TO-AXLE **30”**

FPS (ATA) **332**

BRACE HEIGHT **6¾”**

MASS WEIGHT **3.9 lbs.**

*Speed +/– 2 fps. See inside back cover for complete specs and color options.*

Shown in Realtree Xtra
WHEN YOU WANT YOUR FINGER ON THE PULSE.

WITH A FULL 8-INCH BRACE HEIGHT AND 45-INCH AXLE-TO-AXLE, TRIBUTE OFFERS UNMATCHED STABILITY, FORGIVENESS, COMFORT AND CONSISTENCY FOR BOTH RELEASE AND, ESPECIALLY, FINGER SHOOTERS. HERE’S A TRIBUTE TO ALL YOU FINGER SHOOTERS OUT THERE.

TRIBUTE

The most advanced, stable and forgiving bow for finger shooters. Multiple draw lengths available from 26-34”.

AXLE-TO-AXLE 45”
FPS (ATA) 274
BRACE HEIGHT 8”
MASS WEIGHT 4.8 lbs.

Speed +/- 2 fps. See inside back cover for complete specs and color options.

TRIBUTE™
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The Ruckus/FUSE package delivers silent, effective and professional grade archery accessories that thrive on the most demanding hunts.

**Ruckus Package in Realtree Xtra**

Ruckus available in hunting and target colors. Ruckus target bows available in 35 lb. and 45 lb. draw weights. Hunting colors available in 45 lb. max draw weight only.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Draw Length (in)</th>
<th>15&quot;</th>
<th>16&quot;</th>
<th>17&quot;</th>
<th>18&quot;</th>
<th>19&quot;</th>
<th>20&quot;</th>
<th>21&quot;</th>
<th>22&quot;</th>
<th>23&quot;</th>
<th>24&quot;</th>
<th>25&quot;</th>
<th>26&quot;</th>
<th>27&quot;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Max. Weight</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min. Weight</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RUCKUS ADJUSTABILITY/GROWTH CHART**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Draw Weight</th>
<th>35 LB</th>
<th>45 LB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Max. Weight</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min. Weight</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WE BUILD BOWS FOR SERIOUS BOWHUNTERS. AND THEIR DADS, TOO.

Getting off to the right start is the most important thing when it comes to archery. Built to grow with any young archer, the Ruckus and Ruckus Jr. come packed with exclusive Hoyt Technologies that allow peak performance at any level. The Ruckus is engineered with an amazing 12 inches of custom draw length adjustment and draw weight adjustment up to 46 lbs, while the Ruckus Jr. gives you 9-29 lbs of draw weight adjustment and a draw length range of 15-27 inches. These bows are a great start to a lifetime of bowhunting and archery adventures.
RUCKUS™
Engineered with 12 full inches of draw length adjustability and draw weight adjustment up to 45 lbs.

- AXLE-TO-AXLE: 28 5/8”
- FPS (ATA): 259
- BRACE HEIGHT: 6 5/8”
- MASS WEIGHT: 3.0 lbs.

RUCKUS JR.™
Everything you need to get them started off right.

- AXLE-TO-AXLE: 28 5/8”
- FPS (ATA): 219
- BRACE HEIGHT: 6 5/8”
- MASS WEIGHT: 3.0 lbs.
- DRAW WEIGHT: 9-29 lbs.
- DRAW LENGTH: 15-27”

RUCKUS JR.™
Available in camo and pink camo, right and left hand. Ruckus Jr. includes a sight, quiver, rest and 3 arrows all in a ready to shoot package.

Ruckus Jr. available with black riser/camo limbs and black riser/pink camo limbs. Check local hunting laws for minimum draw weight requirements.

IN STORES NOW
Look for the new Ruckus Jr. package at your dealer. Available in camo and pink camo, right and left hand. Ruckus Jr. includes a sight, quiver, rest and 3 arrows all in a ready to shoot package.

Speed +/- 2 FPS. See inside back cover for complete specs and color options.
HUNTING ACCESSORIES

PRO SERIES SIGHT
- Proven Shock Rod Technology
- Precision .019 Steel Pins
- Easy and precise elevation and windage adjustment
- Extra long bundled fibers provide perfect aiming brightness
- Second and third axis adjustability
- Available in 3, 5 and 7 pin
- Micro available in Realtree Xtra, Max-1, Realtree AP Snow and Black Out. Gang available in Black Out

PRO SERIES STABILIZER
- Proven Shock Rod Technology
- Increased accuracy while maintaining stealth
- Unique machined aluminum cylinders
- Noise and vibration crushing
- Available in 5.5” and 8”
- Available in Realtree Xtra, Max-1, Realtree AP Snow and Black Out

ARROW RACK QUIVER SYSTEM
- Proven Shock Rod Technology
- Extremely lightweight
- Fits close and tight to your bow for a compact, well-balanced setup
- In-Line and Double Gripper are universal quick-detach quivers
- Shorty quick-detach and 2-piece mount directly to the bow
- Compatible with both fixed blade and mechanical broadheads
- Available in Realtree Xtra, Max-1, Realtree AP Snow and Black Out

ARROW RACK IN-LINE
- Available in Realtree Xtra, Max-1, Realtree AP Snow and Black Out

ARROW RACK DOUBLE GRIPPER
- Available in Realtree Xtra, Max-1, Realtree AP Snow and Black Out

ARROW RACK SHORTY
- Available in Realtree Xtra, Max-1, Realtree AP Snow and Black Out

ARROW RACK 2-PIECE
- Available for all 2012 and newer carbon bows and all Hoyt bows with a Hexagon quiver mount. Shorty quivers fit all Hoyt bows with a Hexagon quiver mount. In-Line and Double Gripper models are compatible with all bows.
HOYT ULTRA RESTS

- Hoyt patent designed for zero-tolerance lock down on Hoyt bows
- Total arrow capture to keep arrow in place
- Standard with two launchers for various arrow configurations
- Available in eight colors (shown above) including camo

HOYT PRO BLADE™ REST

- Tough, Micro adjustable target rest
- Patented Hoyt lockdown mounting bracket
- Laser etched adjustment lines
- Heavy duty stainless lockdown screws

PRO-FIT CUSTOM GRIPS

- Promotes proper form and enhanced accuracy
- Available in custom color wood options
- Side plates and the ‘180 elastomeric grip’ available in multiple finishes and color options

HOYT WRIST SLINGS

Choose from three custom options of genuine Hoyt wrist slings: black and tan neoprene, Pro Hunter and Pro Hunter Deluxe. Pro Hunter models available in 9 color options.

CUSTOM COLOR ACCESSORIES

Go bold or go home. Make your bow all you with custom colored Stealth Shots, AirShox Shock Rods and Pro Fit Wood Grips. Components sold separately and in a custom 10-piece accessory kit.
MODULAR GRIP SYSTEM (PATENT-PENDING)
Hoyt’s new, patent-pending, modular grip system allows target archers to fine tune their grip pressure by changing the angle of the grip. Every Podium-X Elite comes with 4 different grip modules – 0 [standard angle], +2, +4 and +6 degrees. Try each one to see which angle helps you achieve a dead-center hold and best fits your shooting style and form.

ADJUSTABLE CABLE GUARD BAR
The Podium-X Elite features an adjustable cable guard bar to help maximize your bow’s tunability and shrink your groups. Four different angle settings help to neutralize torque and achieve perfect arrow flight. Internal locking teeth and two lock down screws ensure it will stay where you put it.

PODIUM X ELITE 37
GTX CAM 6 1/2
Smooth GTX Cam and XT 2000 limbs. Multiple draw lengths from 24.5-31”.
AXLE-TO-AXLE » 37 7/8”
FPS [ATA] » 308
BRACE HEIGHT » 7 5/8”
MASS WEIGHT » 4.6 lbs.

PODIUM X ELITE 37
SPIRAL PRO CAM 6 1/2
New Spiral Pro Cam with draw length adjustment modules. Multiple draw lengths from 24-31.5”.
AXLE-TO-AXLE » 37 7/8”
FPS [ATA] » 322
BRACE HEIGHT » 7 1/8”
MASS WEIGHT » 4.6 lbs.

PODIUM X ELITE 40
GTX CAM 6 1/2
Smooth GTX Cam and XT 2000 limbs. Multiple draw lengths from 25-31.5”.
AXLE-TO-AXLE » 40 1/2”
FPS [ATA] » 308
BRACE HEIGHT » 8”
MASS WEIGHT » 4.8 lbs.

PODIUM X ELITE 40
SPIRAL PRO CAM 6 1/2
New Spiral Pro Cam with draw length adjustment modules. Multiple draw lengths from 25-32.5”.
AXLE-TO-AXLE » 40”
FPS [ATA] » 322
BRACE HEIGHT » 7 1/2”
MASS WEIGHT » 4.8 lbs.

NEW 2015
MODULAR GRIP SYSTEM
Hoyt’s new, patent-pending, modular grip system allows target archers to fine tune their grip pressure by changing the angle of the grip. Every Podium-X Elite comes with 4 different grip modules – 0 [standard angle], +2, +4 and +6 degrees. Try each one to see which angle helps you achieve a dead-center hold and best fits your shooting style and form.

ADJUSTABLE CABLE GUARD BAR
The Podium-X Elite features an adjustable cable guard bar to help maximize your bow’s tunability and shrink your groups. Four different angle settings help to neutralize torque and achieve perfect arrow flight. Internal locking teeth and two lock down screws ensure it will stay where you put it.

PODIUM X ELITE 37
GTX CAM 6 1/2
Smooth GTX Cam and XT 2000 limbs. Multiple draw lengths from 24.5-31”.
AXLE-TO-AXLE » 37 7/8”
FPS [ATA] » 308
BRACE HEIGHT » 7 5/8”
MASS WEIGHT » 4.6 lbs.

PODIUM X ELITE 37
SPIRAL PRO CAM 6 1/2
New Spiral Pro Cam with draw length adjustment modules. Multiple draw lengths from 24-31.5”.
AXLE-TO-AXLE » 37 7/8”
FPS [ATA] » 322
BRACE HEIGHT » 7 1/8”
MASS WEIGHT » 4.6 lbs.

PODIUM X ELITE 40
GTX CAM 6 1/2
Smooth GTX Cam and XT 2000 limbs. Multiple draw lengths from 25-31.5”.
AXLE-TO-AXLE » 40 1/2”
FPS [ATA] » 308
BRACE HEIGHT » 8”
MASS WEIGHT » 4.8 lbs.

PODIUM X ELITE 40
SPIRAL PRO CAM 6 1/2
New Spiral Pro Cam with draw length adjustment modules. Multiple draw lengths from 25-32.5”.
AXLE-TO-AXLE » 40”
FPS [ATA] » 322
BRACE HEIGHT » 7 1/2”
MASS WEIGHT » 4.8 lbs.
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Speed +/- 2 fps. See inside back cover for complete specs and color options.
A BOW FOR EVERY TOURNAMENT AND WORLD STAGE.

PRO EDGE ELITE™
Smooth, steady and plenty of speed to remove wind from the equation. Multiple draw lengths available from 26-31.5”.

AXLE-TO-AXLE • 35”
FPS (ATA) • 321
BRACE HEIGHT • 7”
MASS WEIGHT • 4.7 lbs.

PRO EDGE ELITE
The Pro Edge Elite is regarded as one of the steadiest aiming, easiest shooting target bows ever built. Whether it’s 50 meters, field archery, or 3-D, the Pro Edge Elite is ready to handle it all. Parallel geometry and XT Comp limbs promote dead-in-the-hand shootability, and the Z5 cam system delivers the speed to buck the wind or forgive ranging errors. Smooth as butter, solid as granite.
**PRO COMP ELITE FX™ // FREESTYLE™**

**PRO COMP ELITE FX**

A full blown, world-beating target bow packed into a 35-inch fireball. The Pro Comp Elite FX was the bow of choice for Jesse Broadwater’s repeat victories in Redding and at World Field Championships. Purpose built to offer a faster package for short draw shooters, it is just as at home in the hands of a long draw archer looking to set fire to a 3-D course. FX comes standard with proven XT 2000 limbs and your choice of GTX or all-new Spiral Pro Cam & 1/2 systems, while the FX short draw model comes with XT 1000 limbs and GTX Cam & 1/2 for short draw archers looking for full size performance.

**FREESTYLE™**

Legendary Hoyt craftsmanship, classic Hoyt styling and features that don't compromise. The Hoyt Freestyle is a full-blown target bow that won't leave you light in the wallet. Fully machined riser, a low-torque self-grip like Hoyt's premier target bows, split-limb design and high-performance GTX cams. Awesome accuracy at an awesome value. Whether you're a club shooter, or an aspiring pro, this bow will deliver all day long.

**PRO COMP ELITE FX**

GTX Cam & 1/2

Smooth GTX Cam and XT 2000 limbs. Multiple draw lengths from 23-29.5”.

- Axle-to-Axle: 35 1/4”
- FPS (ATA): 313
- Brace Height: 7”
- Mass Weight: 4.6 lbs.

**PRO COMP ELITE FX**

SPIRAL PRO CAM & 1/2

Dynamic Spiral Pro and XT 2000 limbs. Multiple draw lengths from 23-30.5”.

- Axle-to-Axle: 35”
- FPS (ATA): 328
- Brace Height: 6 1/2”
- Mass Weight: 4.6 lbs.

**PRO COMP ELITE FX [SD]**

GTX Cam & 1/2

High-performance short draw with XT 1000 limbs. Draw lengths from 22-23.5”.

- Axle-to-Axle: 33 3/4”
- FPS (ATA): 273
- Brace Height: 6”
- Mass Weight: 4.4 lbs.

**DRAW LENGTH ADJUSTABILITY**

Freestyle is available in a wide range of draw lengths and features the GTX Cam & 1/2 System that can be adjusted in half-inch increments without the use of a bow press for the perfect draw length fit.

**FASTER FX SHORT DRAW MODEL**

- Axle-to-Axle: 33 3/4”
- FPS (ATA): 273
- Brace Height: 6”
- Mass Weight: 4.4 lbs.

**FREESTYLE**

GTX Cam & 1/2 with ZR 100 limbs. Multiple draw lengths from 24.5-30”.

- Axle-to-Axle: 39”
- FPS (ATA): 308
- Brace Height: 7”
- Mass Weight: 4.2 lbs.

Speed ¥/² fsp. See inside back cover for complete specs and color options.
HOYT CUSTOM COLORS

MAKE YOUR BOW AS UNIQUE AS YOU ARE.

At Hoyt, we know how passionate you are, not only in the way your bow shoots, but how your bow looks. Hoyt Custom I.D. is your all-access pass to choose from standard Realtree Camo or Black Out or go all-out with one of several custom color finishes such as Harvest Brown or specialty camo patterns like Realtree AP Snow Camo. You can even show your pride with a Bone Collector, Vicxen Signature Series or the American Heritage Collector's Edition. If you want to go even further, we offer custom colored 10 piece accessory kits allowing you to add some serious custom style and distinction to your Hoyt rig. Components sold separately. See your dealer for details.

STANDARD AND CUSTOM HUNTING COLOR OPTIONS:

American Heritage Collector's Edition

Hunting is a strong American tradition passed down from our forefathers. To celebrate this tradition, and our American Heritage, we are pleased to offer a custom American Heritage Edition package on our new Carbon Spyder ZT and Nitrum Series bows. A portion of the proceeds from purchases of these bows will be donated by Hoyt to assist those who have been wounded and risked everything to protect these precious freedoms we enjoy. See your dealer for details.

TARGET COLOR OPTIONS:

Pearl White Orange Torch Mean Green Electric Teal Cobalt Blue Victory Violet Championship Red Jet Black Harvest Brown Silver Ice

AMERICAN HERITAGE COLLECTOR'S EDITION

No bow says, “Born to put meat in the freezer” like a Bone Collector Edition bow. Join the Brotherhood.

It may be pretty in pink, but a Vicxen Signature Series bow lets everyone know she’s born to hunt.

HOYT CUSTOM COLORS

At Hoyt, we know how passionate you are, not only in the way your bow shoots, but how your bow looks. Hoyt Custom I.D. is your all-access pass to choose from standard Realtree Camo or Black Out or go all-out with one of several custom color finishes such as Harvest Brown or specialty camo patterns like Realtree AP Snow Camo. You can even show your pride with a Bone Collector, Vicxen Signature Series or the American Heritage Collector's Edition. If you want to go even further, we offer custom colored 10 piece accessory kits allowing you to add some serious custom style and distinction to your Hoyt rig. Components sold separately. See your dealer for details.
GET SERIOUS.
GET HOYT.

As the President of Hoyt, I have the fact that I wake up every day and go to work with employees who are as passionate about archery and bowhunting as I am. Walking into the office each morning I can count on working with people who put their hearts and souls into every product we build.

We have dreams. We love everything about them. The flight of an arrow is what makes our world turn. While the rest of the world sleeps, we are awake at 4:00 am headed to our favorite ridge or treestand, or to capture a new idea on paper that just came to mind. The desire to innovate, design and build bows that lead the archery world fuels us every single day. We know when we accomplish this we are not only meeting our expectations, but also exceeding ours.

Our Engineering Team has never been bound by research and development like nothing is happening in and outside of Hoyt. Our 2015 lineup of bows is a testament to our relentless pursuit.

We are dedicated to you.

Riser Technology, Modular Grip System and the fastest bows in the history of Hoyt, 2015 is dedicated to you.

To bring cutting-edge technology such as our patent-pending Zero-Torque Cable Guard System, Offset Limb Design, and the fastest bows in the history of Hoyt, fuels us every single day.

We love bows. We love everything about them. The flight of an arrow is what makes our world turn. While the rest of the world sleeps, we are awake at 4:00 am headed to our favorite ridge or treestand, or to capture a new idea on paper that just came to mind. The desire to innovate, design and build bows that lead the archery world fuels us every single day. We know when we accomplish this we are not only meeting our expectations, but also exceeding ours.

We are dedicated to you.

Riser Technology, Modular Grip System and the fastest bows in the history of Hoyt, 2015 is dedicated to you.